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NOTICE
This guide is offered for information purposes only
and does not constitute legal or medical advice. The
legal regulation relating to the professional practice
of Hypnosis differs in each jurisdiction. It is the
responsibility of the reader to review any relevant
legislation relating specifically to their geographic
and issue related situation. The reader acts on the
information in this guide in the full knowledge that
Stephen Gruber carries no responsibility for any
errors or omissions contained in this guide. Use of
the information contained herein by the reader is
entirely at the discretion and judgment of the
reader and the guide's author can not be held
liable for any results ensuing from acting upon it.
Copyright 2013 Stephen Gruber www.ask-thehypnotist.com All Rights Reserved
You may not distribute this guide in full or part by
any means without the express written permission
of the author.
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Introduction
So you are thinking about working with a
Consulting Hypnotist1 to improve your
life in some way. This could be one of
the best decisions you'll ever make or it
could be a costly mistake!
A costly mistake in a couple of ways.
First in terms of the potential waste of
your valuable time and hard earned
money if you choose the wrong
Hypnotist.
Secondly, it could also be costly because
if you make a mistake in selecting the
right Consulting Hypnotist you may
conclude that Hypnosis does not work.
This last conclusion could be much more
costly than the time and money you will
have lost in the long run. That's because
this one negative experience could lead to
you cutting yourself off from one of the
most powerful self-improvement
techniques know to Humankind.
Armed with the information and questions
contained in this guide, your chance of
successfully selecting the right Consulting
Hypnotist for you will sky rocket. You will
enter into the hypnosis process with a
much higher degree of confidence which
1Professional Hypnotists may use a range of different titles,
e.g. Consulting Hypnotist, Hypnotherapist, Master Hypnotist
etc. Apart from those jurisdictions in which the term “therapist”
is reserved for certain regulated professions a Hypnotist may
pretty well call themselves what they want. Following the
recommendation of the National Guild of Hypnotists (NGH) a
professional hypnotist is referred to in this guide as a
Consulting Hypnotist.
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in itself will speed up and support the
change process.
In this guide you will get direct access to
an “insider's” understanding of what lays
behind a lot of the Hypnotists' claims you
read about on their web sites. Based on
this knowledge you will have over a
dozen pertinent questions to ask any
hypnotist before you agree to work with
them.

Summary of Questions
Here are the questions you will want to
ask. Control/Click on each question to be
taken to the section that explains what
you need to know about the answers you
may receive.
1. Is the person a certified Consulting
Hypnotist?
2. If certified, which organization
issued the certification?
3. Who were they trained by and is
their instructor approved of by a
respected Hypnosis organization?
4. How many hours of Hypnosis
training have they received
(approximately)?
5. How much time do they spend
keeping up-to-date with
developments in the Hypnosis field?
Do they attend conferences,
workshops etc. each year?
6. Are they trained to use hypnotic
techniques beyond just reading you
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a script.
7. Do they have a full or part-time
Hypnosis practice?
8. Do they carry professional
insurance for their Hypnosis
practice?
9. What experience do they have in
working with your issue?
10.
If the Consulting Hypnotist
claims a certain success rate, e.g
“90% of my clients are successful”
you may want to follow-up on this
claim by finding out the answers to
questions such as:
•
What is the sample size on which
the claim is made?
•
How long after the Hypnosis was
the follow-up inquiry made?
•
Are non-responses considered
successes or failures?
•
What was the non-response rate to
their follow-up?
11.
If the Consulting Hypnotist is
offering a guarantee of their work
then ask them if this means you will
get your money back if you do not
achieve your goal. If so, under what
conditions would you be able to
claim your money back?
12.
What is the fee charged per
session?
13.

How long is each session?
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14.
Is their office located in a
convenient and safe location?
15.
Are you actually talking to the
Consulting Hypnotist who will
conduct the session?
16.
And the question to ask
yourself is: Do I feel comfortable
talking to the Hypnotist on the
phone? If you do not feel
comfortable then you are very
unlikely to have a satisfactory
Hypnosis experience.

Hypnotist's Training
Be aware that there is no standardized
training to become a Consulting
Hypnotist. It is possible (and does
happen) that people take a weekend
course on Hypnosis and then set up shop
as a Consulting Hypnotist.
The person who does this typically does
not last very long in the profession. In my
experience a sustainable Hypnosis
practice is built primarily around referrals
from clients who are pleased with the
results they have experienced.
However, before the “get into the
profession quick” people go out of
business for lack of referrals, they will
unfortunately have wasted some unlucky
people's hard earned money and time as
well as undeservedly lowering the
reputation of Hypnosis in the eyes of
some members of the public.
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So how do you know if a Consulting
Hypnotist has received adequate training?
There are several indicators. First you
may ask them if they are a certified
Consulting Hypnotist and, if so, by whom.
Again, anyone can award a certificate for
someone to hang on their wall but it
needs to be from a recognized
organization to have any value.
Stressed Out?

You can take control of your life!
Click here now to
Learn Self Hypnosis: Free mp3
For example2, The National Guild of
Hypnotists (NGH) certifies Consulting
Hypnotists and is the oldest and largest
worldwide non-profit Hypnosis certifying
organization. It is cited by the US
Congress (Congressional Record of May
11th 1993) as the foremost Hypnosis
organization in the USA. NGH's
membership is international and many of
the leading Consulting Hypnotists in
Canada are certified members of this
respected organization.
In Canada the Association of Registered
Clinical Hypnotherapists (ARCH) accepts
only practicing members who have
qualified through in-depth training and
also from having passed a full written
exam. Other countries including the UK
2Declared interest; The author of this guide is a full
member of both NGH and ARCH.
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and Australia maintain a professional
registry of Hypnotists that consumers
may consult.
You may also wish to ask the Consulting
Hypnotist whose services you are
considering how many hours of training
they have undergone. I would not
recommend anyone with less than 100
hours of professional training dedicated
solely to Hypnosis.
Further, Hypnosis is a developing field so
it is important to know if the Consulting
Hypnotist you are considering keeps upto-date with the latest approaches to
working with clients.
For example, members of the NGH are
required to prove that they dedicate at
least 15 hours a year to professional
development (workshops, conferences
etc.) in order that their membership be
renewed annually. I would consider 15
hours annually of continuing professional
development an absolute minimum.
Slimmers:

Claim a free hypnosis consultation here
to help you lose weight and keep it off!
Another important issue to be aware of is
that there are no accredited colleges or
universities that offer a Doctorate (PhD)
in Hypnosis in N. America (or elsewhere
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that I am aware of). There are however
so called distance-training businesses
that will sell a person a degree title in
Hypnosis.
Naturally the accreditation of the
organizations offering these degrees is
not recognized (for good reason) by the
Canadian or American governments. I
would be highly suspect of a Consulting
Hypnotist who feels the need to boast of
such a degree, i.e referring to themselves
as having a Doctorate in Hypnosis, calling
themselves Dr. with no accredited degree
etc.
While discussing training it should be
pointed out that in the USA and Canada
you may come across some some
National or State or Provincial
associations representing licensed
medical and mental health practitioners
claiming that Hypnosis should only be
performed by their members.
Students

Learn faster
Get better grades
Learn how here
Let me state here for the record that I am
a Consulting Hypnotist and not a licensed
mental health practitioner so you know
where I am coming from (currently there
is no formal licensing process for
Consulting Hypnotists in most
jurisdictions in N. America).
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That said, it can be fairly noted that it is
the mission of the organizations making
these claims to protect the livelihood of
their members. Further, it is now well
known in informed circles that these
associations are growing concerned at the
number of people turning to Consulting
Hypnotists as their success at solving
many people's problems becomes
increasingly well known to the public.
There is a certain irony in this situation in
that it was not that long ago that mental
health practitioners' organizations were
themselves fighting with medical doctors'
associations. The medical practitioners
claiming at the time that they should be
the only ones allowed to practice
Hypnosis.
Further irony is provided by the fact that
there is minimal Hypnosis training, if any,
included in the professional certification
programs of licensed mental health
practitioners (or doctors for that matter).
The relatively few licensed practitioners
who do use Hypnosis in their practice
have, by necessity, typically received
their Hypnosis training from non-licensed
Hypnotist trainers seated side by side
with trainee Consulting Hypnotists!
The difference between licensed and nonlicensed practitioners then becomes that
the graduating non-licensed Consulting
Hypnotists who do go on to establish
successful Hypnosis practices focus solely
on the art and skills of using Hypnosis
day in day out. Meanwhile the licensed
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mental health practitioner will likely only
use Hypnosis in their practice from time
to time.
Suffering from Social Anxiety?
Hypnosis can help you change that.
Learn more here
Far from all individual licensed mental
health professionals agree with the stand
of their professional associations and for
good reason. Some correctly recognize
that it is often the qualified Consulting
Hypnotists who have received the training
and have the hands on, in-depth
experience in communicating with the
mind in its subconscious mode.
In these cases a highly beneficial
complementary relationship can often be
established when a doctor, psychiatrist,
psychologist or counselor makes a
referral for their client to work with a
Consulting Hypnotist. In this situation the
client typically remains under the
supervising care of the licensed health
professional.
Regardless of who you are working with,
licensed health care worker or Consulting
Hypnotist, the inquiries as to quality and
length of Hypnosis training still need be
made.

Hypnotist's Experience
Another area to explore with a potential
Consulting Hypnotist for you to work with
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is how much professional Hypnosis
experience they have. You will want to
know if they are in are in full-time
practice or just practicing it on a parttime basis only.
Need to make a change?
The first step is always the hardest

FREE Hypnosis Consultation to help you.
You can do it because your worth it.
If you find yourself talking to a part-time
person then it generally indicates that
you are talking to a less experienced
person who is in the process of trying to
establish themselves in the profession.
Of course, it may also be someone who is
“retiring” from the profession and only
able or prepared to take a few clients a
week.
You will find in any profession that the
amount of experience a professional has
can cut both ways and the Hypnosis
profession is no exception.
Someone well trained with less
experience will obviously
have lesser experience at working with
clients but may be trained in the most
up-to-date techniques. A long serving
Consulting Hypnotist may have a lot more
hands-on experience working with clients
but could also be entrenched in particular
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methods that may no longer be the most
effective available.
If talking to a licensed health professional
you will also want to know how much of
his or her practice is actually devoted to
the use of Hypnosis. Many will claim to
use it but in reality they do not specialize
in it or even use it very often.
However, all other things being equal I
would definitely prefer to work with a
professional who has several years of
experience under their belt of working
with clients day in day out. Real life is
always different from what the text books
tell you and a client can often benefit
from a professional who has been
exposed to a wide variety of hypnotic
experiences.
Motivation for exercise?
Feel it now

Download the FREE
Learn Self Hypnosis mp3
Another often revealing question is to ask
if the Consulting Hypnotist carries
professional insurance or not. While there
have been a minimal number of cases of
Consulting Hypnotists being sued (unlike
the situation with doctors and
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psychologists) the mere fact that a
Consulting Hypnotist carries professional
insurance is a likely indicator that he or
she has been certified by an organization
that requires some minimum level of
training and experience. The American
Professional Agency Insurance Company
provides a list of organizations that it
recognizes at its web site,
www.americanprofessional.com/hypnotism.

The Consulting Hypnotist can also be
asked what areas they specialize in and if
they have any experience in working with
the issue you are wanting to see him or
her for. You need to know that Consulting
Hypnotists are not legally permitted to
practice medicine in any jurisdiction
unless they are separately licensed to do
so.
Basically this means that the Consulting
Hypnotist should not, or is not allowed, to
treat any condition for which a client
should properly be consulting a licensed
health professional (unless referred by a
licensed health care worker in some
jurisdictions).
Need More Sleep?

Click here now
to find out how hypnosis can help you
The referral can be as simple a one page
letter with a form (typically supplied by
the Consulting Hypnotist) signed by the
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client's physician or licensed mental
health practitioner that plainly states that
the use of hypnotic techniques will not
interfere with any appropriate treatment
the client is receiving for the issue in
question.
Another possible indicator of how
experienced a Consulting Hypnotist you
are talking to is how quickly you can get
an appointment with them. At first glance
it may seem very convenient if the
Consulting Hypnotist can see you almost
right away. However, it stands to reason
that you are going to have to wait a little
longer to get an appointment with a
successful (and presumably more
experienced) Consulting Hypnotist.

Career Block?
Achieve your potential now

Hypnosis can free you
Get a free consultation here
because you can't wait forever.
Your confidence in the Consulting
Hypnotist should be strengthened if he or
she works full-time and already has many
people booked to take appointments.
Often in non-acute cases the wait can
well be worth it.
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Approach

Unfortunately Hypnotists can be found
who are either poorly trained and/or work
for highly commercialized Hypnosis
“chains” whose approach is to merely
read from a script for the entire session
with a client.
This approach typically limits the session
to the use of the “cookie cutter,” one
script fits all approach to Hypnosis. The
script is read bravely in the hope that it
will lead the client into Hypnosis (with no
assurance of course that it will) and bring
about the desired changes.
Well, direct suggestion (which this
approach relies upon) in itself is a
necessary but often insufficient
component of an effective Hypnosis
program. This approach does a great
disservice to the public’s experience of
Hypnosis in my opinion.
Parents
Did you know that Hypnosis is proven to help
overcome unexplained hypnosis?

Learn more here
A well trained, confident and successful
Consulting Hypnotist will often find it
appropriate and most effective to use one
of a range of hypnotic techniques in
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addition to direct suggestion. Use of
these approaches in which Consulting
Hypnotist and client converse during the
Hypnosis session is something that can
not possibly be scripted. but is often very
necessary to aid the client achieve the
success they are seeking.
These techniques should only be used by
someone with advanced Hypnosis
training. In fact, a Consulting Hypnotist
using techniques such as Regression
without such training would be in
contravention of the NGH's code of ethics.

Success Rate &
Guarantees
It is sometimes tempting to ask a
Consulting Hypnotist what her or his
“success rate” is. Let us be clear here
that I am referring here to the success
rate of the Consulting Hypnotist in
question and not to Hypnosis itself as a
modality for promoting personal health,
change and growth.

The success of Hypnosis is now well
documented in many areas in over 5,000
clinical studies.
The matter is not so clear when it comes
to the claims of individual Consulting
Hypnotists. From time to time you will
come across a Consulting Hypnotist
advertising some amazingly high success
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rate (I have seen figures as high as 95%
quoted in some cases).
Well, without long-term follow up studies,
most touted success rates are no better
than guesses, wishful thinking or, in the
worst case scenarios, misleading
advertising on the part of the Consulting
Hypnotist.
Lack of sleep wearing you out?

Hypnosis can help you get a
good night's sleep again.
Click here to find out more
If you encounter a Consulting Hypnotist
touting a success rate for his or her
practice, I recommend probing a little
deeper by asking some basic questions
about the claim. These could include
establishing the sample size on which the
claim is made, how long after the
Hypnosis the follow-up inquiry was made
and whether or not non-responses were
considered successes or failures? You will
soon find out if you are talking to
someone who can “back up” their
numbers.
I have also encountered some Consulting
Hypnotists who try to differentiate
themselves by offering a “guarantee” with
their work. I would be particularly wary of
these situations. When the fine print is
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read I doubt you will find one who will
actually give you your money back. If you
come across this offer always be sure to
ask about this detail!
In these situations, typically a very high
initial fee is charged along with the
promise that the client can return as
often as they like. Such an offer is
usually offered for a specific issue such as
stopping smoking.
Human nature being what it is, most
people are unlikely to return often to a
situation from which they are gaining no
apparent benefit. Knowing this, the
Consulting Hypnotist is more often than
not free to keep the high fee regardless
of the success of the work or not.
Want Help To Do Better At School?

Click below now to learn more
Hypnosis to Be Successful Student
Alternatively a guarantee may be offered
by a “celebrity” Hypnotist passing
through town and holding large group
smoking or lose weight sessions in hotels.
Again, the guarantee is for the client to
be able
to return for another session. Another
session that is of course, if and when the
Hypnotist decides to return to the client's
town!
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In my experience the many failures of
this type of program are typically left to
the local competent Consulting Hypnotist
to clean up after the "star" has left town.
When it comes to guarantees, every
client needs to bear in mind that change
or success in the final analysis always
depends on the behavior of the individual
seeking to make the change however
proficient the Consulting Hypnotist is that
they are working with. For example, will
they follow the instructions given by the
Consulting Hypnotist, do they really care
about making the change?
Human behavior can not ever be fully
predicted or controlled. Any psychologist
or physician will attest to this (that is why
you will never find these professionals
offering guarantees).

Fees
For some people fees are often initially
thought of as a deciding factor regarding
whether or not to work with a particular
Consulting Hypnotist or not. I understand
that for many people funds may be a
significant decision factor. That is why I
take pains to point out that selecting a
Consulting Hypnotist because they appear
to have the lowest fees while ignoring the
other selection factors noted in this guide
could be one the most expensive mistake
you can make in the selection process.
Pay attention!
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In my experience fees can range
considerably: anywhere from fifty dollars
to (an extreme!) thousands per session.
Why is there such a large fee range and
what does it mean?
Life Getting to You?

You can take control of your life!
Click here now to
Learn Self Hypnosis: Free mp3
Well first, the scale should be expected to
vary with different geographic areas.
Obviously the costs of a rural or small
town based Consulting Hypnotist are
going to be lower than those of his or her
urban counterpart. Therefor it is fair to
expect to see this reflected in the fee
charged.
In the next most simple analysis of fees
charged, you will want to ask how much
time you are actually buying for your
money. Some Consulting Hypnotists will
work on a “50 minute” hour while others
have longer sessions. For example in my
practice the first session can be up to two
hours.
In this session Hypnosis is clearly
explained, the client's situation fully
understood and Hypnosis experienced.
The following sessions are from 1 to 1.5
hours. The clock is not watched, it
depends on where we are in the process.
No extra charge is made for the longer
first session.
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However, you are far from just buying
the Consulting Hypnotist's time. As noted,
some will have higher expenses to pay
for than others. They may have offices in
a high rent location and/or employ a
receptionist for example.
Most people will naturally want to find a
Consulting Hypnotist who maintains their
office in a safe, clean and accessible
location and it's unlikely that this will be
located in the cheapest rental area of
town. However, whether or not you want
to work with someone who locates their
practice in an excessively high rent
district/building is a matter of your
personal choice.
In terms of “value for your money” I
would be wary of the Consulting
Hypnotist who appears to spend a lot on
advertising. As I mentioned earlier, if
they are doing their job properly and
have been around for any length of time
they should be generating a steady
stream of referrals from their previous
clients.
Taking my practice again as an example I
have no need for an advertising budget
beyond simply maintaining my web site.
Despite the lack of paid advertising I am
fully booked for appointments for many
weeks ahead at a time as a result of the
referrals I am kindly given by satisfied
clients.
Some Consulting Hypnotists however do
spend large sums of money on
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advertising (TV, radio, newspapers etc) to
keep a flow of new clients coming in. All
this advertising has to be paid for
somehow and have no doubt about it that
the Hypnotist will be looking towards you,
the client, to pay for it through the fees
you are charged!
Want to Improve Your Sports Performance?

Click Below Now to Discover
How Easily You Can
Hypnosis for Sports Improvement
Most importantly with regard to fee rates,
remember you are paying for the
expertise of the Consulting Hypnotist
gained from his or her training,
experience and natural skill (Hypnosis is
an art as much as it is a technology).
This is very different from just paying for
the amount of time you spend in session
with them.
If you find someone who has very low
fees then either you have found an
independently wealthy and benevolent
Consulting Hypnotist (unlikely!) or, as is
more likely the case, one who is low on
the
expertise/ experience/success
scale.
The typical end result of choosing the
cheapest Hypnotist around is of course
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either a complete failure of your attempt
to effect change (all your
money and time is wasted) and/or many
more sessions are needed than if you had
initially invested more money in a more
competent Consulting Hypnotist in the
first place. It is in this way that the
Hypnotist who initially appear to be the
cheapest option initially can quite possibly
end up costing you a lot more money in
the long run to obtain the result that you
want.
Click here now for
Hypnosis Help to Improve Your Memory
What constitutes a fair fee then depends
on a combination of the:
•
•
•
•
•

Skill,
Experience,
Reputation,
Office location of the Consulting
Hypnotist, and
How long a session is actually being
offered.

If you do chose to revert to using only
the difference in fee level to compare
potential Consulting Hypnotists for you to
work with then the best bet (and it will be
a bet) will tend to be the one whose fees
are not the lowest charged in your region.
Now, let's assume that you have found
someone who meets the criteria outlined
here so far to your satisfaction. There
still remains one factor that is far more
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important than the training, experience,
approach or size of the investment you
will make in the Consulting Hypnotist you
are considering working with. It is so
important that this factor should be
thought of as the key to your
decision whether or not to work with
the professional in question. This
important point is explained in the next
section.
Want To Make That Change Now!

Hypnosis Is Helping Others,
You Can Use It Too
Learn Self Hypnosis for Free mp3

The Personal Factor
It really doesn't matter whether or not
you are working with the highest trained,
most experienced etc. Consulting
Hypnotist that you can find who is also
charging a reasonable fee all things
considered if you DO NOT FEEL
COMFORTABLE with that person.
Successful hypnosis sessions are based
on the client having a high degree of trust
and confidence in the person they are
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working with. For that reason in my
opinion it is important to talk on the
phone with the Consulting Hypnotist
themselves before taking an
appointment.
Even if after having got satisfactory
answers to the questions raised in this
guide so far, if you do not feel
comfortable with the person on the other
end of the phone I would stop right there.
The only thing that prevents a person of
normal intelligence going into Hypnosis is
some fear of the process. A competent
Consulting Hypnotist should, by the end
of the first session and before your first
Hypnosis experience, have laid to rest
any concerns you may have had about
Hypnosis itself. However if you do not feel
comfortable with the Consulting Hypnotist
on the phone, then it is unlikely that you
will have a satisfactory outcome to your
Hypnosis experience.
Yes, You Can Become a Non-Smoker!

Click Below To Learn More
Become a Non-smoker Now
Reflect on what your intuition is telling
you as you speak to the Consulting
Hypnotist for the first time. I might add
that the same applies for the Consulting
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Hypnotist themselves. If for some reason
I felt some discomfort at the idea of
working with a potential client (very
unusual but it could happen) I would
decline them as a client knowing that I
would not be able to give them the level
of satisfaction that they have the right to
expect.
You may also get a “feel” for the
professional in question by visiting their
web site. Some, but far from the
majority, have extensive, in-depth web
sites that reflect their depth of
knowledge and allow you to learn about
Hypnosis.
Clients often comment that they found
visiting my web site at www.ask-thehypnotist.com a good place to learn
about Hypnosis and motivated, and in
some cases, gave them them the
courage, to phone and inquire about
taking an appointment! I appreciate this
feedback.

Summing It Up
Hypnosis is a very powerful tool to help
you improve your life and health in so
many different ways. There are many
very competent certified Consulting
Hypnotists out there who are well
equipped to lead you on an exciting
voyage of self discovery and
improvement. By following the simple key
guidelines in this guide you can be
confident that you will have done your
very best to find the right person to help
you on this journey.
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If you would like to bring the power of
hypnosis into your life right now you may
down load the free Learn Self Hypnosis
Mp3 recording available at my web site
(click here www.ask-the-hypnotist.com to
find our how). You will also find a lot
more hypnosis information there.
Here's to your success,

Stephen Gruber MA
Consulting Hypnotist
Queen Elizabeth Health Complex, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada

PS. Don't put it off any more. Go here
now if you too would benefit from a
free hypnosis consultation.

